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AUTHOR: Chris McMullen earned his Ph.D. in physics from Oklahoma State University and

currently teaches physics at Northwestern State University of Louisiana. He developed the Improve

Your Math Fluency series of workbooks to help students become more fluent in basic math

skills.PRACTICE: This is a practice workbook geared toward practicing problem-solving skills. As

such, it consists of worksheets with practice problems in the spirit of old-fashioned practice sheets.

This is suitable for students who need to practice basic skills, and is effective for many students. It is

not one of the modern math textbooks that are designed to entertain bored students.EXAMPLES:

Each part begins with a concise explanation of the concepts with some examples to serve as a

guide.ANSWERS: An answer section at the back provides a complete answer key. Itâ€™s important

for students to practice solving problems correctly, otherwise they will practice their mistakes.

Students, parents, or teachers should use the answer key to help students check their

answers.CONTENTS: This practice book is designed to help students develop proficiency in

adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing fractions by offering ample practice. This book is

conveniently divided up into four parts â€“ one for addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division

â€“ such that students can focus on one arithmetic operation at a time. An introduction describes

how parents and teachers can help students make the most of this workbook. A multiplication table

is provided to help students who are just learning their multiplication facts. PHOTOCOPIES: The

copyright notice permits parents/teachers who purchase one copy or borrow one copy from a library

to make photocopies for their own children/students only. This is very convenient if you have

multiple children/students or if a child/student needs additional practice.
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This is a very good book for practicing fractions: No frills, no glib explanations, no amusing but

superfluous cartoons aimed at bored kids; just lots of practice problems for adding, subtracting,

multiplying, and dividing fractions. A convenient multiplication table is included on page 4. Each of

the four practice sections--addition, subtraction, multiplication, and then division--is preceded by a

concise one-page reminder of the rules of how to do that particular type of fractional arithmetic,

along with two sample problems. Each of these sections includes hundreds of practice problems,

and there's an easy-to-follow answer key at the back of the book.

My son has been struggling with fractions. He really needed extra practice and this really helps. I

can also use this, when he needs review for tests. It is simple fraction drills, but that is exactly what I

was looking for. I am looking for more resource similar this style book.

The fractions workbook I purchased for my grandson is perfect for learning fractions. The book is a

step by step for any age. Fractions are a must for advance mathematics and it's one of the math

functions that people have the most problems with. Practice Adding, Subtracting, Multiplying, and

Dividing Fractions Workbook: Improve Your Math Fluency Series (Volume 9)Basic Math and

Pre-Algebra Workbook For Dummies

After 50 years not understanding fractions, at this level, no longer exist! As a grandparent, I can help

my grandchildren. My children want to know why I could not help them; oh well, I did not have this

book! By the way, I had the same experience with the Algebra Workbook.

This book is very informative and detailed. I highly recommend it to any child or even adult who

wants to sharpen their math skills.

Well, we are back at this. It is hard to know when to reduce. Just have to use the answer key to

make sure you are on the right track. I love the answer key in the back. It is easy to find and easy to

read.

My daughter just finished 2nd grade. I spent ~5min with the explanations she needed in order to be



ready to do the exercises (I think at school she will learn in 5th grade about the notions the book

expects a kid has). The book is a very good practice for the 4 basic math operations. My daughter

loves the book, and I do too! If you have high expectations for your kid, you should buy the book

even the kid is just 9 years old.

After returning to school 10 years after graduating high school, this book was very helpful at

refreshing my memory. I solved the problems on a separate sheet of paper and my husband read

off the correct answers from the back of the book, which was helpful since they are not

numbered.The book is just pages of fractions to add, subtract, multiply, or divide. Would work well

for a school age students who wants to ingrain how to do fractions as well as older folks who need

to refresh their memory.
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